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The LThe Lost and Fost and Found Bookshopound Bookshop
by Susan Wiggs
Inheriting her mother’s San Francisco
bookshop in the wake of a tragedy, Natalie
bonds with her ailing grandfather and hires
a contractor to perform repairs before
unexpected discoveries connect her to the
community and family secrets.

SurvivSurvivor Songor Song
by Paul Tremblay
When Massachusetts is overrun by a
rabies-like virus that is incurable an hour
after infection, a soft-spoken pediatrician
navigates apocalyptic obstacles to get a
vaccine to her eight-months pregnant
friend. By the award-winning author of
Growing Things.

Near Dark : A ThrillerNear Dark : A Thriller
by Brad Thor
A latest entry in the best-selling series that
includes such award-winners as Backlash,
Spymaster and The Last Patriot continues
the high-suspense adventures of elite
military operative and intelligence agent,
Scot Harvath.

The OrderThe Order
by Daniel Silva
The award-winning author of The New Girl
and The Other Woman presents a latest
high-action thriller that pits enigmatic art
restorer and master spy Gabriel Allon
against an international threat that tests
the limits of his skills.

Cajun JusticeCajun Justice
by James Patterson
The award-winning author of the Alex
Cross series and the investigative agent
author of the award-winning The
Reawakening of Mage Axum present a
stand-alone tale of high-suspense
adventure inspired by Cajun culture.

Book TitleBook Title
by Book Author
Book Annotation

A WA Walk Along the Beach : A Noalk Along the Beach : A Novvelel
by Debbie Macomber
When the younger sister she has always
protected recovers from a dangerous
illness and announces her intention to
summit Mount Rainier, an older sister
manages personal concerns by taking a
chance on a relationship with a charming
freelance photographer.

More Better DealsMore Better Deals
by Joe R. Lansdale
Dispatched to repossess a Cadillac from a
deadbeat pet-cemetery owner and his
beautiful wife, an unscrupulous used-car
salesman embarks on an affair that tests
the limits of his character. By the Edgar
Award-winning author of The Bottoms.

A Beautifully FA Beautifully Foolish Endeaoolish Endeavvor : Aor : A
NoNovvelel
by Hank Green
A sequel to An Absolutely Remarkable
Thing finds Andy assuming a late April
speaking tour in the aftermath of the
Carls’s departure, while Miranda infiltrates
a new scientific operation that poses
consequences beyond her comprehension.

The Pull of the StarsThe Pull of the Stars
by Emma Donoghue
A novel set in 1918 Dublin offers a three-
day look at a maternity ward during the
height of the Great Flu pandemic. By the
best-selling author of Room.

The ReThe Revvelatorselators
by Ace Atkins
Struggling to recover after an attempt on
his life, Sheriff Quinn Colson resolves to
track down his would-be killers only to find
his efforts stymied by an interim sheriff
who has been appointed by a corrupt
governor.

The Summer HouseThe Summer House
by James Patterson
Investigating four Army Rangers who have
been implicated in the destruction of a
luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major
and former NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is
stonewalled by local law enforcement and
dangerous secrets.

The Summer DealThe Summer Deal
by Jill Shalvis
Returning to her Wildstone hometown in
the aftermath of a latest heartbreak, Brynn
discovers that her tough but chronically ill
rival, Kinsey, is actually her half-sister,
before agreeing to a summertime
relationship with a childhood crush.

TTom Clancy Firing Pom Clancy Firing Pointoint
by Mike Maden
Narrowly escaping a Barcelona suicide
bombing, Jack Ryan, Jr. investigates a
victim’s last words for answers before
uncovering dark secrets linked to
mysterious events that may have been
behind the attack.

Mrs. LincolnMrs. Lincoln's Sisters's Sisters
by Jennifer Chiaverini
Devastated by her 1875 suicide attempt,
the sisters of widowed former First Lady
Mary Todd Lincoln navigate the
consequences of their husbands’ choices
while advocating for Mary’s needs.
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This Summer FThis Summer For Kids!or Kids!
Register for the Summer Reading Celebration at

www.mobilepubliclibrary.org

and get an entry into a drawing to win one of five iPads.
Challenge yourself every week in June and July to get bingo and be entered to win a Family Fun pack! We will have a
new winner every week. Print a bingo card from our Website or pick one up when you come by for a Story Quest - an

outdoor reading adventure!
Join us on the MPL Children's Services Facebook Page this summer for Storytimes, crafts, challenges, recommendations and more!

Separate challenges for teens and adults with prizes at www.mobilepubliclibrary.org

MuzzledMuzzled
by David Rosenfelt
The ever-charming David Rosenfelt is back with Muzzled, where reluctant lawyer Andy Carpenter and his beloved
golden retriever, Tara, are back on the case as a favor to a friend.

Half Moon BaHalf Moon Bayy
by Jonathan Kellerman
When the decades-old skeleton of a child is discovered at the site of a park demolition, Deputy Coroner Clay Edison
unearths devastating community secrets surrounding the long-ago disappearance of his sister. By the best-selling author
of the Alex Delaware series.

Robert LudlumRobert Ludlum's The Bourne Ev's The Bourne Evolutionolution
by Brian Freeman
Going rogue to investigate suspicions that the agency that trained him is responsible for his lover’s murder, Jason
Bourne teams up with journalist Abbey Laurent to identify who set him up for the assassination of a congresswoman.

DeadlockDeadlock
by Catherine Coulter
Targeted by a vengeful psychopath who would destroy his family, Savich receives three mysterious boxes containing
clues leading to an unfamiliar community and a young wife who must confront a decades-old secret.

OutsiderOutsider
by Linda Castillo
A follow-up to the best-selling Shamed finds Kate Burkholder helping a friend from the police academy go into hiding
among the Amish to avoid vengeful rogue cops who have wrongly accused her of murdering an undercover officer.
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